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The first paper argued the potential advantages of using second-moment closures in
preference to eddy-viscosity models in the presence of body forces brought about by fluid
recirculation, swirl and buoyancy. Results are presented in this paper for four of a total
of fourteen geometries. These demonstrate that significant improvements in predictive
accuracy can be achieved in flows with large recirculation regions and those involving
swirl. In all cases, such improvements appear to be rooted in the ability of the closures to
capture the strong response of the turbulence structure to streamline curvature.

1 . INTRODUCTION
Stress-closure computations have been made for

spiralling motion rather than from curvature associated with recirculation, in addition to which
strong density gradients occur in the second case.

the fourteen geometries shown in Fig. 1. Moreover,

2. PLENUM CHAMBER

in a number of cases, several different flow conditions have been examined. Space constraints only

The flow considered here, (d) in Fig. 1, is a cavity

permit a small selection of results for major flow

into which a jet is injected centrally, creating a large

features in some of the geometries to be included;

recirculation zone which occupies a major proportion

more comprehensive expositions, including comparisons for individual stress components, may be found
in research papers and reports lJ - 9). In the following

~

~.

three sections, results are presented for four cases,

~"h'"

one plane, (d) in Fig. 1, one axisymmetric (g) and

(a)

two swirling, (l) and (m). This selection is intended
to convey a more or less representative picture of the
response of the models to a range of geometric and
flow conditions in which streamline curvature is a
dominant feature. Specifically, flow (d) is dominated by a recirculation zone occupying a large proportion of the flow domain and surrounded by a curved
wall jet. In case (g), the recirculation zone is elongated and subjected to radius effects as well as a
severe adverse pressure gradient. Finally, in cases
(l) and (m), very severe curvature arises from a
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Fig. 1 Summary of flow geometries computed with second-moment closures
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of the solution domain. Experimental LDA data for

and the inner region From Fig 3,showing velocity

velocity and turbulence energy across the spanwise
symmetry plane of the plenum have been obtained by

profiles across two lines at different plenum heights,
it can be seen that both stress models predict a far

Boyle and Golayto).This data must be treated with

thinner and steeper shear layer at the inner edge of

considerable caution, however, as the spanwise

the turning iet,whiCh is compatible with the previous

dimension of the chamber was too small for three
-dimensional features to be assumedminor. Hence.

velocity at a station iocated at 3/4 of the chamber

observations on the flo、/field Profiles of transverse

attention must primarily focus on a comparison of
performance between the models themselves rather

height,also shown in Fig.3,reflect well the differ‐

than on accord with the experimental data. Despite

even at mean― velocity level. The strong asymmetry

this drawback, the above cavity flow has beeninclud-

in the experirnental variation can be taken tO indicate

ed here in order to demonstrate that the responseof
the computed solution to curvature can vary dramati-

the existence of 3D features, in particular rnOmentum
―redistributing streamwise vorticity created by the

cally, depending on the type of turbulence closure

interaction of the pressure gradient normal to the

used.

turning iet and the boundary layers on the v/all con‐

Computations for this case have been made by
HuangTLrr)
for grids of up to 34X 50 lines, and a

fining the flo、
v in the span―wise direction Profiles of

representative selection of results supporting major
conclusionsis given in Figs. 2 to 4. First, Fig. 2
contrasts velocity-vector plots obtained with the

Shownin Fig 4.WVhile a comparison、

EVM and the RSTM. It is immediately apparent that
the EVM predicts a far more intense recirculatory

ァ
er
yield turbulence levels by almost a factor 4 1o、
A/1 Lest the high level returned by the
than the Eヽ ′

ences which rnay arise fronl using alternative rnOdels,

the average of the normal―

stresses %: and %, are
vith the experi‐

mental data is, as pointed out already, open tO
doubt, what can be observed is that the stress models

motion in the central part of the plenum than doesthe

latter is held to be erroneous, it is noted that EVM

RSTM. Focusing on the interaction between curvature and turbulence, it is noted that, in the inner part
of the flow, the orientation of the shear strain (in a

calculations presented for this case by several groups

streamline-oriented co-ordinate system) relative to

the ASNI and RSTNI calculations M″

curvature must be expected to stabilize turbulence,

t、ァ
o independent codes, incorporating quite different

thus reducing the diffusive momentum exchange

coding methodologies

between the intense shear layer adjacent to the wall

betv′een the tv7o sets of predictions encourages the

at a recent IAHR workShopll)sho、

′
ed sinlilar levels

lt is,moreover, of some importance to point out that
ere obtained by

The close correspondence

Fig. 2 Flow in plenum chamber: velocity fields computed with EVM and RSTM
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A comparison between the streamfunction contours
predicted for one of three centre-body positions with

QUICK calculated separation streamline reattaches
closestto this value . A certain degreeof sensitivity to
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profiles

shownin Fig. 5.

approximationsfor convection, is shown in Fig. 6.
The experimentally observed reattachment point
(found with the aid of an oil-film technique) is
marked on the plot, and it is seen that the ASM/
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have been obtained by Leatzt, and related computations have been performed by Kadjanr with the mesh

the EVM and ASM, both with the PLDS and QUICK
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Fig 4 Flow in plenum chamberi profiles of 0 5(ク 2+υ2)

The clear superiority of the ASNI over the EVM is

imparted by the diffuser. In consequence,this case,
like that considered in the previous section, repre-

further highlighted in Fig. 7 by predicted pressure
―recovery variations, expresed via the pressure co‐

sents a sensitive test of the turbulence model's ability
to predict the flow accurately.

efficient 2(P― PO)/ρびλ,a10ng the diffuser wall for
two centre―
body positiOns. The fact that the experi‐
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mental variations are well reproduced indicates that

the present type of closures due to the fact that the

the outline and shapeof the recirculation bubble has

dissipation―rate equation produces an excessive level

been well captured, for the separation streamline
may be taken to mimic a solid inviscid wall whose

excessive near― M′
all mixing and wall― shear stress

of length scale near the v′
all v″
hich,in turn,results in

location will govern the pressure variation in the
main stream. A comparison of velocity and turbulence-intensityprofiles, not included here, tends to
add support to the ASM, but reveals discrepancies
(with both models) in the recovery zone beyond the

4 STRONGLY―

SWIRLING FLOWS

The application of the stress rnodels to twO swirling
f10Mrs, One v/ith strOng density gradients, cOncludes
this overvie、′Such floM/s, particularly if recirculat‐

point of reattachementcloseto the diffuser wall. Far
downstream, in particular, the experimentalbound-

ing, are arguably nOt Only the rnost complex Of a11 2
D configurations frOm a physical standpoint,but also

ary-iayer thickness is found to be significantly larger
than the computed one, implying a greater tendency

pose special computational problems

These arise

frona the stiff cOupling between the swirl― and radial
―momentunl equations,the presence of three interact‐

towards separation. The origin of this defect is not
fully established yet, but there is some general evi-

ing shear stresses rather than One,and the occurrence

dence that boundary layers subjected to strong
adversepressuregradients are not well predicted with

Of̀sub―critical'cOnditions in cOnfined flows, silnilar
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The two cases chosen,(1)and(m)in Fig l,are
virtually identical in geometric terms, both consist‐
ing of two conCentric ietS diScharged il■ to a smooth
outer pipe, with the outer jet swirled. In case (m),
hov/ever, the inner iet iS made up of a nlixture
een helium and air,givillg a density ratio at inlet
bet、ァ
of 4.3 Both configurations operate at the very high
iri number S=2 2.Measurements have been made
sM′
by So et al13)for Case(1)and by Ahmed and So14)for
case(m) All related computations have been perfor‐
med by Hogg2),3)、 vith grids of upto 48× 48 1ines
Before

attention

is

directed

to

comparisons

betM/een experilnent and prediction, is instructive to
note that both flo、 /s are highly unusual, for s、 virl
decays very slov′ ly, v/ith sM/irl profiles indicating a
tendency toM/ards solid―body―type rotation,v′hile the
stream― wise centre‑line velocity dinlinishes continu‐
Ously rather than recovers, v/ith a trend toM7ards
reversal far doM′nstream ln such conditions, curva‐
ture is expected to severely attenuate turbulence and
tO inhibit radial diffusion This type of f10w has been
termed "sub― critical'' by Squire15), for it has been

8
7
6

研

rial changes to the flow structure. It is this flow
character which has here necessitatedthe imposition
of Dirichlet boundary condition for streamwise velocity at the outlet as well as at the inlet when RSTM
calculationswere performed.
Computational results for the uniform density case
are shown in Figs. 8 to 10. The first compares
predicted variations of centre line velocity with
experimental data. Focusing on model sensitivity
rather than on the effect of exit conditions, it is seen
'resists', or more accuratell' tends to
that the EVM
'ignore', the downstreamconstraintsup to x/D=20,
predicting a steady recovery, normally expected in
'super-critical' conditions. In contrast, the RSTM
returns a steady decay in good accord with expertment. Removal of the downstream constraints in the
RSTM calculation has been found to produce
unrealistic reverse flow over a large portion of the
right-hand-side exit plane. A comparison of the
radial profiles of axial and swirl velocity in Figs. 9

k-e OU/dxl.,t:0
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Fig. 8 Constant-density srvirling flow in tube: variation of centre-line velocity
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Fig. 10 Constant-density srvirling flow in tube: profiles of swirl velocity

and 10, respectively, clearly shows that the ft-e
model predicts excessive diffusion levels, ieading to

(helium/air) jet retains its integrity to a far greater

more rapid radial mixing and improper flow recov-

extent than in the previous constant-density case,
although, here, the momentum of the jet is much

ery. In contrast, the RSTM correctly mimics the

lower. This behaviourmay primarily be attributed to

depression of mixing, maintaining the sub-critical

swirl-induced centripetal acceleration'confining'the
low-density jet fluid to the inner radial region.

nature of the flow.
Sample results for the variable-density case,

Swirl, aided by the positive density gradient, pro-

obtained with two slightly different versions of a

duces a severe attenuation of the shear-stress field,
'decoupled'from the
and the inner jet is partially

density-weighted stress/flux-transport closure, are
shown in Figs. 11 to 14. A particularly curious feature of this flow, seenin Fig. 11, is that the central

024681012

4681012

outer flow with very little radial mixing taking
place. The profiles of swirl velocity and circumferen-
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tial turbulence intensity shown in Figs. 12 and 13,
respectively, lend further support to the assertion
that the stress model captures well the aerodynamic
behaviour. A lesssatisfactory degree of agreementis
obtained, however, in respect of the jet's scalar
mixture fraction. As seenfrom Fig. 14, radial diffusion is still excessive, even though the stress model is
found to predicts very low levels of shear and radial

flux. This result is one of a number taken to indicate
that specifically the model of pressure/scalar-gradient interaction in the flux equations requires re
-examination and improvement; this is an area of
current research.
5 . CONCLUDING COMMENTS
An outiine has been provided of recent progress
13
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highly swirling conined flow with a Reynolds
―
stress turbulence model, Report TFD/86/12,
UⅣIIST,Dept Mech Eng,Thermofluids Div,1986

non-diffusive discretization within the finite-volume
framework.

(Accepted for publicationn in」AIAA,1987)
Hogg S and Leschziner TvI A, 一 Second―moment
―
closure calculation of strongly s、
virling confined

In the case of plane flows, stress closures have
generally been found to be especially appropriate and

flow with large density gradients,Report TFD/87/
10,U■ 711ST,Dept n/1ech E電 ,Thermofluids Div,

beneficial when the flow is dominated by a recirculation zone 'driven'by a shear layer in which curvature
attenuates turbulent transport, particularly if this

1987 (Submitted to lnt」

Heat Fluid Flow,1987)

Katta 171,一 Computation of recirculating flow in
complex domains with algebraic Reynolds―

shear layer is adjacentto a wa1l. In swirling flows,
the identification of defects in the algebraic represen-

closure and body― fitted meshes, Ph D
Huang P G and Leschziner Ⅳ

I A,一 Stabilization of

recirculating flov′ cornputations performed v′
tion, Proc 5th Symp on Turbulent Shear Flo、
Fu S,Launder B E and Leschziner Ⅳ

I A,― Ⅳlodel‐

ling strongly sv′ irling recirculating flo、v 、vith
Reynolds stress transpOrt closures, Proc 6th Symp
on Turbulent Shear Flows,Toulouse,p17 6,1987
7)

Huang P G,一

The computation of elliptic turbulent

found to apply to both constant- and variable-density

flov/s M′
ith second moment closure models, PhD

conditions.

thesis, llniversity of Tvlanchester, 1986
71A,
Fu S,Huang P G,Launder B E,Leschziner■
一A colnparison of algebraic and differential sec―
ond―rnoment closures for axisymmetric turbulent
shear flows with and without swirl,Report TFD/
86/9,UMIST,Dept Mech Ellg,Thermofluids Div,

defects remain. The models of pressure- strain inter-

1986 (Accepted for publication in ASME J Fluids

action and stress diffusion undoubtedly contribute to

Eng,1987)

these defects. Probably, a more important source of
errors is the representation of dissipation by a single
isotropic parameter which is, in addition, insensitive
to stress anisotropy.

Leschziner M A, 一

Finite―volume computation of

recirculating flo、
v vFith Reynolds―stress turbulence
closures, Proc 3rd lnt Conf on Numerical lVIethods
for Non― Linear, Problems, Dubrovnik, p 847,
1986
Boyle D R and Golay Ⅳ
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